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14  Manuscript Submission to Springer  

After you have embedded all the tables and figures into the chapters, styled the pages, in-
serted the headers and created the table of contents, the index and any further parts of the 
front matter, the file can be converted to PDF. 

14.1  Creating PDF Files 
In order to create PDF files, Acrobat Distiller must be used. Please note: It is not possible to 
use Word files for printing. Furthermore, PDF files produced with the PDF Writer are also 
unsuitable.  

Settings. The job options for Acrobat Distiller with the settings required for producing suit-
able PDF files can be downloaded from our Web site. They are packed in a ZIP archive to-
gether with the template and the instructions for downloading and using the template (see 
Sect. 1.1 Preparation). Download the ZIP file on your PC, unzip it and copy the file 
"SpringerPrint[date].joboptions" to the folder "Settings", which you will find under Program 
> Adobe > Acrobat > Distiller on your PC. Activate the Acrobat Distiller and select under 
"Settings" "SpringerPrint[date]". Alternatively, you can open the first chapter and choose 
Acrobat Distiller as the printer. You can then "print" all your chapters or book parts with 
these settings and thus produce PDF files ready for printing.  

Note: Never change the settings in the job options. Should it be necessary (in exceptional 
cases only), save the changed settings under a new name and inform your Springer contact 
about the changes. This information needs to be forwarded to the printer.  

Distiller. We recommend that you convert your manuscript chapter-wise and name the PDF 
files with the page numbers, Roman and Arabic pages separately, e.g. 001-024.pdf, V-
XII.pdf. If a chapter is very large, you can, of course, divide a chapter. Please ensure that the 
blank pages, e.g. the left pages at the end of a chapter, are included in the PDF (see Sect. 
10.1 Inserting Headers or convert an empty Word page into "empty.pdf" and insert this page 
to the PDF document).  

Please check your final PDF document carefully and ensure that all fonts and special char-
acters appear in the same style as originally intended. If corrections are necessary, make 
these in the Word file and convert again.  

14.2  Submitting the Files and Printout 
Your manuscript files can be submitted on a CD, disk/s, zip disk or alternatively you can use 
Springer's FTP server (if you wish to do so, please contact Springer for further information). 
Do not send completed manuscripts or large files via e-mail. 

In addition to the PDF files, Springer requires a printout for control purposes of the final 
PDF document, not the Word files. When printing the paper version, ensure that the options 
"Shrink oversized pages to paper size" and "Expand small pages to paper size" are deacti-
vated. The PDF files and printout must be identical. If colour figures appear in the manu-
script, a colour printout of each page where these colour figures occur must be provided. If 
this is not possible, please send a list of all figures which should be printed in colour. Finally, 
enclose all copies of the permissions received for reproducing already published material (if 
applicable). 


